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Foreword

There’s something going on pedagogically, and we don’t
quite know what it is. But it’s good—very good. Let’s consider three somewhat unrelated but convergent trends.
First, pop advocates of Right Brainers such as Daniel Pink
(A Whole New Mind, 2005) want education to tilt toward
Right Brain-friendly academic lessons, a realization by
which we will reckon with the fact—a fact, mind you—
that creative people will “rule the future.” By “rule” Pink
means, among other things: succeed, lead, and earn large
incomes. Second, universities such as Penn—long known
as a haven for pre-professionalism, the double major, and
its Franklinean “practical” curriculum—are beginning to
admit students whose creative and uncreative (borrowing,
copying, sampling) instincts defy curricular and even
classroom spaces. They learn and create wherever and
whenever they gather, especially when the teacher as
guide to a universe of materials is willing to convene them
in these spontaneous interstices. Third, the new digital
media that were supposed to have changed the university
in the mid-to-late 1990s have finally been able to flourish,
once—and perhaps only after—the utopian (and profitthirsty) dreams of “the virtual university” subsided,
demonetized, and drifted over to the arts side. Put these
trends together and one can feel that the arts in education,
if arranged rightly, can provide a truly liberating education.
Our students surely sense this. Those who have been
attracted to Kenneth Goldsmith’s experimental yearlong seminar on writing in and through (but not about)
contemporary art are the finest, most intellectually
daring, and powerful undergraduate students we have at
Penn. And, to judge anecdotally from what visitors from
other great universities have said after spending time
with them, they might well be among the most intrepid in
the U.S. It’s a claim that can’t easily be tested, but it does
seem a fair and apt one.

The seminar is the result of an ongoing collaboration
between the entities we direct, the Center for Programs
in Contemporary Writing (CPCW) and the Institute of
Contemporary Art (ICA). It is a beautiful convergence of
the two organizations: right there where, for instance,
Christian Marclay’s sound-based art meets language.
In fact, the conceptual point of departure for the course
was “Ensemble,” the exhibition Marclay curated at the
ICA (September 7–December 16, 2007). This combination
of sculpture and sound works by 27 artists, as much
an individual artwork by Marclay as a group exhibition,
also featured The Accompanists, eight evenings of live
performance by sound artists. Through this series, the
exhibition, and class visits by several of the artists, the
students were able to take a grand leap into Marclay’s
mind and begin their own journey, which has culminated
in this rich publication. They began by thinking about
John Cage (particularly 4'33"), and looking at histories
of sound art and its relationship to the visual arts
through the 20th century. In investigating the use of
language in conceptual art, and at the use of “scores” in
relation to performance pieces (as in Yoko Ono’s seminal
Grapefruit, for instance) students became equipped to
interpolate these worlds. As it happens, Goldsmith’s field
and great love as a poet is sound art, and coincidence
created a perfect marriage between ICA’s exhibition and
the classroom.
As Goldsmith says to anyone within earshot, the poetry
world is a half-century behind the visual art world:
experiments in painting, sculpture and conceptual art
have been doing things that most poets and poetics
people have heretofore felt impossible or unnecessary.
The term “behind” suggests a race, but of course it isn’t
that It’s not a course with a finish line or single end. It’s
a path, a movement, a way toward fresh conception via
defamiliarization. The success of the project comes
from putting these two worlds aesthetically—and
pedagogically—together. Thus will emerge a new generation of artists and arts-minded citizens who are
actively uninterested in distinctions between the arts;
they know it’s all one project.

Cover Without a Record

You hold in your hands a wonderful instance of that
resistance to distinction. And, too, an instance of young
people encouraged to think innovatively in that odd
interstice we have somewhat accidentally made here.
What’s not accidental is the support we’ve received.
We are grateful to Penn’s Provost, Ronald Daniels, and
Associate Provost Vincent Price, and to Rebecca Bushnell,
Dean of the School of Arts & Sciences (SAS), for funding
and what’s more—believing in the value of this special
seminar. We wish to thank Mingo Reynolds, Mark Lindsay,
Erin Gautsche, and Jessica Lowenthal of CPCW for their
support of Kenny and his students. We are also grateful
to Jon Avnet, who supports our craziest ventures in the
learning community at the Kelly Writers House, and to
Jean-Marie Kneeley of SAS for affirming it as a priority,
something of which indeed we should do more. At ICA, we
would like to thank Ingrid Schaffner, Senior Curator, and
the Curator of Education, Johanna Plummer, for helping
conceive the original pilot year-long seminar nearly four
years ago with Rebecca Bushnell. Jenelle Porter, Associate
Curator, has provided invaluable guidance on the production
of this publication, and designer Peter Tressler’s wonderful
work has given it final shape. We also acknowledge the
intrepid efforts of Stamatina Gregory, the ICA’s Whitney
Lauder Curatorial Fellow, who co-taught the seminar and
coordinated this publication. Ultimately, it is the vision
and creativity of the seminar’s twelve students which
brought this project to fruition.

Al Filreis
Kelly Professor
Director, Center for Programs
in Contemporary Writing
Claudia Gould
Daniel W. Dietrich, II Director
Institute of Contemporary Art
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Introduction

In Mixed Reviews (1999), Christian Marclay extracted
descriptions of sounds from different music reviews
and collaged them together into a continuous, seamless
text. Framed and exhibited in several different countries,
and concurrently translated into several different languages, Mixed Reviews highlights the impossibility of
capturing the sonic experience through words; each time
the text is translated, “it is more and more removed from
the original experience of sound that the writer tried to
put into words.”1
This impossibility of precisely communicating the
experience of sound stems from the fundamental difference between the aural experience and the written word.
Whereas sound is a perceptual and visceral experience,
language is a fundamentally symbolic system that seeks
to represent experience rather than embody it. As
Ferdinand de Saussure postulated, words are arbitrary
markers that divide and represent the sonic world.2
In this regard, any attempt to directly “translate” an
acoustic experience into writing will fundamentally fail to
capture the original sonic source. How, then, is it possible
to translate sound, a perceptual realm that Marclay
defines as “free and uncontrollable,” into the symbolic
realm of language?
Cover Without a Record explores this conundrum.
A literal “cover,” or homage to Marclay’s methodologies,
it presents a composite of pieces, individually composed
and collectively edited, all based on his visual art. While
in Mixed Reviews Marclay broached the subject of auraltextual translation, the vast majority of his work concerns
itself with the translation between the aural and visual
realms. Through these medium shifts, Marclay’s art offers
a methodological framework to explore the concept of
inter-semiotic translation. Using Marclay’s practices as a
model, we have attempted to apply these practices to the
realm of language, substituting the visual end-product of
his processes for their textual realization.
In the process, we had to accede to the unique
characteristics of linguistic representation; namely, the
hegemony of meaning in language. According to Marclay,
the impossibility of rendering sound in linguistic form
stems from the latter’s determinacy in meaning. While
music and visual art are both open to a multitude of

interpretations, traditional semiotic models postulate
that the linguistic signifier has an absolute correspondence with the signified.3 Although semiotics has since
evolved to deny such absolute correspondence and
embrace concepts of difference, much theory continues
to present language as inherently restrictive. According
to Michel Foucault, this relationship between the signifier
and the signified is a socially determined mechanism
that structures the experience of reality.4 Therefore, the
symbolic nature of language obfuscates the experiential
nature of the aural and visual realms.
The pioneering works of the early concrete poets provide
a model to address the determinacy of meaning in the
linguistic sign. Among the first of these developments
was the Zaum poetry movement in Russia. Led by Velemir
Khlebnikov and Aleksei Kruchenykh, the Zaum poets
incorporated nonsense words and neologisms into their
poetry, privileging the sound quality of words over their
meaning. Beyond opening the door for the possibility
of “sound poetry,” by privileging the signifier over the
signified, the Zaum poets highlighted the possibility of
divorcing the content of a word from its form.
James Joyce made similar strides in his writing, particularly in his masterpiece, Finnegan’s Wake, in which he
invented several neologisms composed of composite
words from over sixty languages. Combined to form puns,
these neologisms represented an attempt to deride the
traditional notion of a one-to-one correspondence between
the “signifier” and “signified.” By exploiting the signifier,
Joyce created layers of meanings within the word itself.
While Joyce challenged the representative function of
the linguistic sign, he observed the traditional syntactical
structures of language. By preserving syntactic form, Joyce
adhered to the logic of language as a linear construction.
However, in order to capture “sound” through language,
this logic must be dismantled, as sound does not exist as
a rational, linear construction. Working against this linear
conception, John Cage and the poets he worked with at
Black Mountain College attempted to dismantle the
syntax of poetry and “free” the word from its traditional
structures. A critical component of this development was
the use of the typewriter, which allowed poets to convey
aural qualities through the typography, spacing, and
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color of the written word. As Cage’s colleague Charles
Olson remarked:
“For the first time, the poet has the stave and bar a musician has. For the first time he can, without the convention
of rhyme and meter, record the listening he has done with
his own speech and by that one act indicate how he would
want any reader, silently or otherwise, to voice his works”5
The use of typographic devices to create language with
aural qualities is evident in Cage’s “Lecture on Nothing”
and “Lecture on Something.” These lectures are written
in four columns, read from left to right, with strategic
blanks employed to represent silences. Similarly, in “Two
Statements on Ives,” Cage attempted to disrupt the logic
of syntax by linking spontaneous phrases in sequences
that were not causally related to each other. 6
However, according to Cage these devices did not succeed
in allowing the written word to manifest musical qualities.
When asked whether or not his lectures were music, Cage
responded, “they are, when sounds are words. But I must
say that I have not carried language to the point to which I
have taken musical sounds… I hope to make something
other than language from it.”7 In other words, Cage believed
that these lectures formed linguistic scores, rather than
embodying a musical experience.
Inherent to Cage’s attempts to “musicate” language was
the inevitable supremacy of either its visual or aural realization. While his lectures depended on the text being
heard, concrete poetry depended, at the time, on visual
patterns of typography. These experiments with writing
therefore highlight another aspect of language that must
be reconciled in any attempt to translate sound into
text—its precarious location between the aural and the
visual realms. While language takes visual form in its
graphic presentation, it also conjures an aural experience.
In exploiting either form to “musicate” language, either
the aural or the visual qualities of the word is privileged.
Marclay’s processes of translation provide the groundwork
for our navigation of the conundrum presented by Cage’s
explorations. In Marclay’s work, “translation” does not take
the form of a one-to-one correspondence between the
aural and visual realms; rather, he explores the relationship

between the two realms and highlights their disjunction.
Through his use of iconic sound objects and his manipulation of these objects through deconstruction and
assemblage, Marclay’s processes create a conceptual
experience of sound through the static visual object.
Musical objects and commodities form the raw material
of Marclay’s visual art. His use of these found objects
recalls Duchamp’s concept of the readymade. As Duchamp
subverted the meaning of everyday objects by recontextualizing them into the art world, Marclay takes music
objects from their dominant commercial context and
reframes them as art objects. For instance, in Endless
Column (1988), Marclay presents a monumental tower of
black vinyl records, while in Recycled Records (1980–1986)
he cut up colorful vinyl albums and reassembled them
into new, playable wholes.
By presenting aural artifacts as art objects, Marclay
provides a form of translation between the aural and the
visual realms. While he presents a silent object for the
viewer’s contemplation, these pieces conjure the conceptual experience of sound. Through his recontextualization
of music objects, Marclay interpolates the aural world and
the visual realm, and presents a form of transmutation that
denies the possibility of representing either independently.
In Cover Without a Record, Marclay’s use of the “aural
artifact” is extended to the textual realm through the use
of appropriated text. For instance, Ensemble is composed
of appropriated descriptions of sound. Similarly, Endless
Silence is composed from the text of Cage’s “Lecture on
Nothing.” Beyond echoing the Duchampian concept of the
readymade, both of these pieces parallel Marclay’s use
of the specifically “aural” object; the texts employed in
Ensemble are limited to sound descriptions, while Cage’s
lectures offer ruminations on the essence of sound.
A critical component of Marclay’s use of the readymade
is his selection of objects based on their cultural connotations. In many of his pieces, he uses iconic images,
names, and records; for instance, he has incorporated
images of Elvis, The Beatles’ “White Album,” and Michael
Jackson in his visual art. Marclay’s conscious choice to
incorporate objects redolent with meaning evokes Roland
Barthes’ contention that the cultural object operates as a
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sign. According to Barthes, cultural objects are forms of
signification that produce their own systems of meanings.8
By incorporating iconic motifs in his work, Marclay
accentuates the cultural meaning assigned to music commodities, challenging the traditional notion of the record
as vehicle for the representation of a performance.
Marclay’s incorporation of popculture images and
references echoes Pop Art’s appropriation of mass culture
imagery. However, whereas Pop artists drew from popular
culture to highlight the growing fetishization of the
commodity, Marclay’s use of these images stems from his
desire to tap into the personal connotations and memories
of each viewer. As he explains, he uses the Beatles as a
recurrent motif in his work because “everyone knows the
Beatles and everybody has a relationship to them.”9 The
selection of iconic objects and images, therefore, forms a
critical component of his evocation of conceptual sound.
By referencing music icons that “everyone” presumably
has knowledge of, he evokes the memory of their music
in each viewer.
Paralleling Marclay’s processes, many of the appropriated
texts used in Cover Without a Record are chosen strategically according to their cultural signification. For instance,
Crossfires comprises the screenplays of iconic movies with
violent motifs, while Noise Box is based on Luigi Russolo’s
1913 manifesto “The Art of Noises.” The selection of texts
with cultural signification borrows from Barthes’ critique
of the literary text. According to Barthes, texts develop a
secondary level of cultural meaning, tainting the original
meaning of the work.10 In Cover Without a Record, the iconic
texts are treated as cultural signifiers, rather than primary
bearers of meaning. This process parallels Marclay’s use
of iconic motifs; the appropriated language underscores
the cultural signification embedded in the textual forms of
representation as Marclay’s work underscores the cultural
meanings assigned to audio representation.

While Marclay uses the found object as the raw material
of his art, he often alters its original form through deconstruction and collage. Found throughout his work are
destructive strategies that challenge the integrity of the
sound-object. For instance, in Footsteps (1989) Marclay
lined a gallery floor with pristine records and invited
visitors to walk over them, while in Record without a Cover
(1991) he distributed vinyl records into commercial venues,
mandating that they remain without protective sleeves.
These deconstructive processes highlight the disjunction
between the ephemerality of sound and its concrete existence in the form of a commodity. According to Marclay,
“the contradiction between the transitory nature of sound
and [the material object] continues to fascinate me.”11 By
denying the integrity of the sound-object, Marclay’s use of
deconstruction highlights the impossibility of completely
capturing a sonic event.
Moreover, these deconstructive processes challenge
the status of representation in the age of mechanical
reproduction. According to Jean Baudrillard’s theory
of simulacra, the proliferation of reproductions in modern
life has subverted the notion of representation. Baudrillard
asserts that the consequence of the supremacy of representation in modern life is the inversion of reality, where
reality itself is a series of representations.12 The advent
of the audio recording testifies to Baudrillard’s theory of
simulacra; it transformed the “live” experience of music
into the reproduced trace of performance. Marclay’s
deconstructive techniques parallel Baudrillard’s theory
by exposing how the record’s supremacy in audible experience has shifted the albums’ function from reproduction
to representation. As the physical alteration of the vinyl
alters the audible content of the record, it ceases to be
a reproduction and becomes a unique object.
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The contradiction between the ephemeral nature of sound
and its concrete manifestation in the commodified musical
object parallels the contradiction between sound and its
representation through text. Consequently, Marclay’s
deconstructive processes provide a model to explore this
contradiction through the written word. In several pieces
of Cover Without a Record, the source text is deconstructed
and manipulated to highlight the fragmentary nature of
translation. For instance, in The Beatles, the lyrics of every
song produced by the Beatles are reproduced and transformed; in each song, the words of the title are deleted
and replaced by blank space. This blank space opens up
the imaginary realm to the realization of the song, while
concurrently highlighting the inability of the lyrics to
capture the sonic experience.
In Ensemble (2007), Marclay organized an exhibition of
sound-making sculptures and installations. While each
piece created its own unique sound, Marclay selected
and coordinated the pieces to create a singular sonic
experience. In many ways, Ensemble inspired this publication. Just as Ensemble created a controlled cacophony
of sound, Cover Without a Record presents a considered,
eclectic mix of written works. Together these works form
an ensemble of language: a diverse array of methods,
materials, and texts that create a united textual exploration of sound. Rather than reinforcing the “impossibility”
of aural-textual translation, Cover Without a Record
shows the potential of embodying the sonic experience
through language.

An extended version of this publication, including audio
components, may be found at:
http://writing.upenn.edu/ica/2008
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Christian Marclay
Ensemble, 2007

27 sound-producing artworks are placed in
the same exhibition space.
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extracted from their sources and recompiled
into one document.
This project was realized with the
assistance of Vladimir Zykov.
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I hear they call lie HUH? Japhy began to shriek and hoot and whistle and sing a hum howling
moaning. Tito touched the lute the click of the handle released as gently as possible a
brave voice. men slapping yelling, puffing. Drifts of Johann Strauss hinges muffled bark
at the whale I SAID -UH- UH-HUH FAH! My cat meowed Dan howled. she laughed; a patronizing
tone: a sweet soprano... squeaked growled. school teacher voice. SOUNDSCRAPS, VISIONSCRAPS,
bombers yawn, play the viola, hoarsely. THE BELL RANG... Woraug snorted. clank a rill of
gurgles rolled like tinkly tinkly a particular hush, footsteps the crash of vessels the
opera of voices whistles, de wailin de evenin lamentations; SHE WAS SO LAUGHING steps in
the snow
shouted: voice of amazed distress.
the cold sighing earth
Grunting regular,
rhythmic little grunts, grunts. The frog snorted. bark at the whale POEM IN THE TRADITIONAL
MANNER a tone of agonized entreaty, laughing, chittering Ra- -- voices drove sooth-said
fore-told spoken over talked upwards, MMM... -SOB- -SNF- ACH hurried footsteps the voices
choking murmur and part of a laugh, Ta Ta Ta ringing like bells she shuddered, voice uttered
in the muffled tones of the deaf, A puff of wind a voice of naive terror the ceaseless dash
and roar of the breakers. the lovely music UM!... howl when he did. the whisper and scurry
swelled like a throat She murmurs that quail calling. a voice of naive terror Crying out
a piercing cry; not a brief cry, the light high bell of the ambulance sounded. ...EVERYONE
YELLING, ‘JEWS OUT! JEWS OUT!’ spoke about the chatter, but babble and babble crying loud
Daisy’s murmur the roar of the sea a sigh a whirling shroud the sing in my stovepipe Pfft!
Drifts of Johann Strauss shrill voices shrieking UH-HUH. a low but piercing cry, the
clothes flapping, The preceding noise the sound of their old voices the sea dashing against
the land, a loud crack munch awhile on the dry foliage. Woraug snorted. rain-drops, HOOSH
HOOH! he beats the drum Chi abbaratta-baratta-b’ratta? voices the butler’s voice calling
Sing Musick rage Woman is singing the song The sound of passing trains. Discarnate voices
trumpet mouths. munching of the horses moaning, the deep hum of power IN HEBREW HE SAID
TO ME, ‘OUR NATION?’ Ringing faintest murmur fluttering about sounded like a golden robin,
then a purple finch. a noise popcorn all popping slow hissing murmur. discordant sounds
Big Ben struck the half-hour. Squawking ‘Hawkaaaaaaaaaa!’ that roaring creek -CHMF WOOSH
AIEEE! the car growing louder Her voice cut Speak, you too, speak as the last one, have
your say. choking murmur and part of a laugh, His heart beat wildly; the rhythmic beat of
hoofs jingling brazen clatter
The piping plover, utters a shrill peep an elevated key
different keys), a slight shudder-as quiet a tone speak in his clear mellow voice-’If you
sound your trumpets, we will ring our bells!’ scream. SHE WAS SO LAUGHING Japhy snored,
he’d kept emitting sudden yodels trampling a rapid patter of bare feet, a thunderous crash.
clank sing sang A rude monotonous chant this roar ‘the roaring of the sea or surf,’ a
Noise Umbrella. HIS WIFE RAN SCREAMING ACH. ‘Oh, roof!’ a voice of rapture. I went along
plucking on the strings any old way, actually drumming on them with my fingertips, drum drum
drum, the merry sounds someone knocking someone splashing someone Voices Voices, Voices,
Voices struck a faint, eager sound. a harsh voice beating all the kettles sings: all roar!
HIS WIFE RAN SCREAMING ACH. footsteps bark at the whale everybody was yelling ‘Go! Go!
Go!’ (like a jam session) It rattled humming traffic, panting, coughing thrashing about
recurring harmonies haunted, scales of laughter distinct, precise, enticingly rhythmical
strains of a waltz. GROAN OUCH! the cars going up and down his drive. He calls Woo!
blowing horns
creak upon this shore
solitary shouts
ACH!
thrashing about
a Noise
Umbrella. The frog munched a deep trembling voice-the noise of strange footsteps. the
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sound of the half hour the gurgling creek. screamed. voices shouting. the ceaseless dash
and roar of the breakers. PFUI! grackle someone splashing someone shouted echoed I began
to cry. Speak, you too, speak as the last one, have your say. sneezing a scratching sound
against the stone another long crazy yelling yodelaying sail down loudest screams of joy
crowing of cocks the sound of a footstep or the rustle of undergrowth. UM- UH-HUH. UH,
HELLO POP. UM... fired a gun, the echo sounded like the caving of the bank. the roar of
voices, A click; a louder voice gurgling. grunting and snuffing every footstep the sounds
in the house weep. the din drifted just the scuffle of its hoofs a shrill cry shrieking
slashing,
UNH?
a low husky sob,
The relentless slip-slapping of disembodied feet in
slippers. children’s voices the resounding of the sea Et quells shrieked. Camilla’s voice
rose louder a bell tinkled, that single clear small sound Shhhh a highball blow baugh baugh
sing folksongs.
UM- UH-HUH. UH, HELLO POP. UM...
the roar of the open air,
screamed.
Music, banging a cry, voices together soft scraping of Kazul’s scales against the floor the
experimental ringing of pots sounded so loud as this. I had to crash through I crashed
through bright brittle thickets some dry rackety grove-bottom leaves and bamboo splitjoints.
sang tuneless whispers...
HAH!
idling engines.
The hard brown beetles kept thudding
crackling of dry branches. other men sing grawk The monotonous wail skidded screamed.
sighs howling winds MM.. Shots the roaring of the waves, laughing throat made a sound.
the ticking of a clock. louder peals of joy, ACCH, MALA! the sounds low I had to crash
through I crashed through bright brittle thickets some dry rackety grove-bottom leaves and
bamboo splitjoints. her voice broke up grawk a sigh he sounded just like the horn guns
fire Scythian rhymes the lovely music the swish of a mop; crackling of campfires THIS
PARSHA YOU SANG THEN WE HEARD SOMETHING SING PRAYERS THEY LAUGHED AND BEAT US. Touching the
lute a slight musical murmur, rum dum dum of Canadian thunder The relentless slip-slapping
of disembodied feet in slippers. howling moaning. A fit of coughing Drifts of Johann Strauss
everybody stirred, talking, his dog’s faint bark ...EVERYONE YELLING, ‘JEWS OUT! JEWS OUT!’
voices sang, an incisive tone my fire roaring the rhythm of that mysterious heart; tapping
forefeet just struck the ground Scythian rhymes ‘stretchers!’ sang tuneless whispers...
ACH! PSSH, (PSST- OOF. SHOOTING AND SCREAMS. a deep-sounding bell in a mossy well Ringing
faintest murmur fluttering about sounded like a golden robin, then a purple finch.
‘Ow!’
Therandil fell over with a clatter. the clash of sounds. pleasant strains singing to itself
singing to itself, ‘Guillaume Apollinaire is dead.’ gales of soaking rain a tipsy, hoarse
voice. OW! a brave voice. speaking cumulate echoes. baritone valedictions, blubbering
the distant occasional Diesel baugh the experimental ringing of pots the sound of many
waves dashing whirling laughing girls shooting out The frog munched the sound of a footstep
or the rustle of undergrowth. Voices the gathering winds banging OW! run up the stairs.
door slammed. ‘Fire!’ Ta Ta Ta ringing like bells ‘Meaning? no, no; that’s clear enough,’
said several voices at once, ‘Lights shooting over San Lorenzo for three nights altogether’’Thunder in the clear starlight’-’Lantern of the Duomo struck with the sword of St. Michael’’Palle’-’All smashed’-’Lions tearing each other to pieces’-’Ah! and they might well’-’Boto
caduto in Santissima Nunziata!’-Died like the best of Christians’-’God will have pardoned
him’- storm-driven hail-stones, said a bass voice, the roar of the sea a continuous murmur,
faint voices remotely whispering. ACCH, MALA! the murmur of their voices, a whumping noise
rushing, rolling, the swish of a mop; pleasant strains singing to itself singing to itself,
‘Guillaume Apollinaire is dead.’ steel on whetstone. rustling leaves. playing bongos on
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his own head and cheeks and mouth and chest, whacking himself with real loud sounds, and a
great beat, a tremendous beat. the voices getting so loud whisper out OOPS. the sound of
no dinner-horn blow, blow, blow,--roar, roar, roar,--tramp, tramp, tramp, firing skidded
the lovely music and heave and sigh sweet music laughing throat made a sound. a long
broken wail of pain. RRING fall thud. drummer drummed. the sound of St. Margaret’s glides
firing
Their soundings repeat the hum-rhythym of the tractor
pack rats scratching mice
skittered Tee tee whish, whish Jacobsvoice: Breathe, ACH! PSSH, (PSST- OOF. SHOOTING AND
SCREAMS. his tail lashed rung out the hanmer-sound of alarm, a monotonous chant. stomp
moaning All that music clank The metallic clink of handcuffs dash roar, the loud beating
of my own heart AGH! Sean was snoring talking to her incessantly tender, caressing tones
a stirring of galloping ponies,
the rush
rustling leaves.
another fit of coughing.
slippered feet rapidly approaching. UH-HUH. spoke about the chatter, but babble and babble
stomping around Musick strides through music the sound of no dinner-horn blow, blow, blow,-roar, roar, roar,--tramp, tramp, tramp,
the rhythm of that mysterious heart;
musical
humming singing low the buzz voice, howls from savaged children. de weepin de cryin merry
French voices shouting a wail of pain an avalanche coughing choking. crickets on the grass,
BWAAH a frail quivering sound, a big prehistoric coyote chanting. clashing of weapons,
the loudest voice
POEM IN THE TRADITIONAL MANNER
discordant sounds
Dan howled.
OW!
stridulating crickets swelled.
squeaked growled.
I hear they call lie
the faintest,
faintest sound of big trucks rolling out the night
Roxim sneezed,
softening, dropping
voices, rain in the night. crackling a beating, laughter this roar ‘the roaring of the
sea or surf,’ WAAH! snuffling clank Shhhh a highball blow baugh baugh sing folksongs. the
din of falling walls It rattled the bells were ringing whirring his tail lashed ARGUE
HE MOANS I’LL TELL YOU SOMETHING- SAID: ‘ALL THESE ARE FOR YOU!’ Voices, fired a gun, the
echo sounded like the caving of the bank. sang tuneless whispers... footsteps hammered at
boughs the blaze of his laughter pleasant strains impassioned voices, An instantaneous
shout rang GROAN OUCH! soft scraping of Kazul’s scales against the floor Grunting regular,
rhythmic little grunts, grunts. voices shouts sound of feet the deep hum of power Bellow
on bellow, his voice mounted, the ceaseless dash and roar of the breakers. AI! AI! AI! the
intermediate plash of distant waves wheels, hoofs, bells Jacobsvoice: Breathe, POEM IN
THE MODERN MANNER
bells struck eleven times, deeply, softly, like a mellow organ,
a
whumping noise the cypress window roars splown wailing away. a brave voice. The last note
sounded. Singing eternal hallelujahs long and loud fits of laughter. MM.. drone of the slow
ceiling fan strains of the merriest music. a slightly harder tone. recurring harmonies
haunted, pack rats scratching mice skittered Tee tee whish, whish gathering winds HUH?
rapid firing Hurrah-ah-ah! grunting and snuffing talking birds, the shuffle of many feet
still songs to sing drowned out by searoar. the roar of the sea the roar of the open air,
shrill and angry
rickeys that clicked
chatting amiably
deafening noise of the drums,
oaths, angry shouts, fighting (PSST- VLADEK.) a noise like hitting a mule, only not so bony;
The chimes began pleasant strains The monotonous wail A fit of coughing sound firing.
hoofs ...EVERYONE YELLING, ‘JEWS OUT! JEWS OUT!’ he cried down the hollows sent a murmur
the late clock sounded, Voices Voices, Voices, Voices clashing of weapons, toy music boxes
musket shots sounded. the loud beating of my own heart His heart beat wildly; Drifts of
Johann Strauss sigh HUH? his dog’s faint bark a sixth dragon slithered plucking on his
guitar the rhythmic beat of hoofs jingling brazen clatter HIS WIFE RAN SCREAMING ACH. Chi
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abbaratta-baratta-b’ratta? voices
choking murmur and part of a laugh,
Squawking
‘Hawkaaaaaaaaaa!’
a voice weeping
marching in step
Woo!
ring after ring of sound
multiplying echoes Jacobsvoice: Breathe, RRING a harp of which all the strings had been
wrenched away except one. fired a gun, the echo sounded like the caving of the bank. A cock
crowed its voice separated into two ‘Hurrah, hurrah!’ her breathing wailing, I laughed
the truck growl bothered me. She murmurs sings Choo-Choos SCREAMING. YOU CRY, WAH -SNFONLY SHE TALKS HMF. the bells were ringing The hard brown beetles kept thudding low voices
whispering. a whumping noise his dog’s faint bark whirling laughing girls shooting out
that roaring creek singing A sound you hardly noticed, but would miss it if it stopped.
OOPS.
Et quells shrieked.
burst of singing
the musketry fire
Chi abbaratta-barattab’ratta? voices fall thud. Roxim sneezed, a six-pounder --the discharge of a catapult,--a
twelve-pounder discharged by a catapult, UM!... ‘Hee haw’ a horn blown played bongo drums
I beat madly on a can. a summons heard him going voices sang, the sound of water Tito
touched the lute idling engines. a thousand twangling instruments hum MMM... -SOB- -SNFACH pleasant strains angrily blowing his nose. Flutes, double-flutes toward the voices We
sighed cheering, a smothered, choking noise, the water gurgling the music of the anvil.
low voices whispering. PFUI! dropping the empty jug right at our feet in a crash of glass,
blew a faint wind, hum vacuously the voices the roar of the Atlantic! grackle hear the
roof. soft, soft voice booming dragons’ voices crunching, whistling shouting Camilla’s
voice rose louder I SAID -UH- UH-HUH FAH! Your chant Deepinsnow, Eepinno, I-i-o. lyrical
drizzling rain shouts made the sound growl a thousand voices a voice which seemed so
strange and soft, intonation of a mendicant. AGH! stately the temporal music a crumpled
horn) multiplying echoes blew a faint wind, ee um fah um so a loud roar they ran out of
the house squealing. squeaked growled. steel on whetstone. HAH! His speech the softest
murmur a bell tinkled, that single clear small sound Scythian rhymes the ceaseless dash
and roar of the breakers. the feeble voice gales of soaking rain Disembodied, piping voice.
a wail of pain an avalanche coughing choking. She murmurs ACH! striking the hour someone
splashing someone Discarnate voices trumpet mouths. A great sob wept aloud. hear my watch
hoofs
a six-pounder --the discharge of a catapult,--a twelve-pounder discharged by a
catapult, Woo! OOPS. the gentle-but firm tone ‘Cimorene, my dear, this sort of thing really
isn’t done,’ the fairy said, creak upon this shore brassy, insolence of his voice. a scuffle
Voices, the heavy dropping toll of a bell hear the water. trembling and shuddering up all
night talking and playing records, heard the thud. a fabulous sound HUH? the blaze of his
laughter
remorseless persistence of the drums
the boom of a bass drum,
cry: irksome,
constrained conversation, scream Chi abbaratta-baratta-b’ratta? voices clank the voice
crying in the wilderness, laughing, a Noise Umbrella. AND HERE’S YOU SAYING: ‘ACH. WHEN
I THINK OF THEM, IT STILL MAKES ME CRY.’ the sound of music the roaring of the surf, Speakspeaks shadows. shouted echoed shouted: voice of amazed distress. sing sang howling winds
panting, coughing rattling of wheels on the cobblestones, I SAID -UH- UH-HUH FAH! her
heart thudding...
his groaning voice.
Music, banging
howl of pain
dashing roaring
resounding sea. the laughter; the swishing sound of the strokes, UNH? the cold sighing
earth her clothes rustled…
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Christian Marclay
Record without a Cover, 1985
A record released without a sleeve bears its title and credits in
a spiral of text, printed directly onto the vinyl grooves.
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Emily Kaplan
Sound Disks, 2008

Sounds from various books are extracted from their
sources and rendered into concentric circles of text,
mimicking a 45rpm record.
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Sound Disks

Henry David Thoreau,
Cape Cod (1908)

Emily Kaplan

Leroi Jones,
Dutchman (1964)
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Sound Disks

Arundhati Roy,
The God of Small Things (1996)

Emily Kaplan

Vladimir Nabokov,
Lolita (1955)
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Sound Disks

Oscar Wilde,
The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891)

Emily Kaplan

George Elliot,
Romola (1863)
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Sound Disks

Ted Berrigan,
The Sonnets (1964)

Emily Kaplan

William Faulkner,
The Sound and the Fury (1929)
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26

Sound Disks

Warren Ellis and Darick Robertson,
Transmetropolitan (1998)

Emily Kaplan

Leo Tolstoy,
War and Peace (1865)
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Christian Marclay
The Beatles, 1989

The collected works of The Beatles are recorded
on cassette tape and crocheted into a pillow.
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Alexandra Lapinsky
The Beatles, 2008
The titles of every track from The Beatles
(aka The White Album, 1968) are removed
from their corresponding song lyrics.
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The Beatles

00911

00912

Oh, flew from Miami Beach B.O.A.C.
Didn’t get to bed last night
On way paper bag was on my knee
Man I had a dreadful flight
I’m
You don’t know how lucky you are boy
Yeah

won’t you come out to play
greet the brand new day
The sun is up, the sky is blue
It’s beautiful and so are you
won’t you come out to play

Been away so long I hardly knew place
Gee it’s good to be back home
Leave it till tomorrow to unpack my case
Honey disconnect phone
I’m
You don’t know how lucky you are boy
Well Ukraine girls really knock me out
They leave West behind
And Moscow girls make me sing and shout
That Georgia’s always on my mind
Aw come on
Ho yeah
Ho yeah
Ho ho yeah
Yeah yeah
Yeah I’m
You don’t know how lucky you are boys
Well Ukraine girls really knock me out
They leave West behind
And Moscow girls make me sing and shout
That Georgia’s always on my mind
Oh, show me around your snow-peaked
mountains way down south
Take me to your daddy’s farm
Let me hear your balalaika’s ringing out
Come and keep your comrade warm
I’m
Hey you don’t know how lucky you are boys
Oh let me tell you, honey
Hey, I’m
I’m
Yes, I’m free
Yeah,
Ha ha

open up your eyes
see the sunny skies
The wind is low, the birds will sing
That you are part of everything
won’t you open up your eyes
Look around round
Look around round round
Look around
let me see you smile
like a little child
The clouds will be a daisy chain
So let me see you smile again
won’t you let me see you smile
won’t you come out to play
greet the brand new day
The sun is up, the sky is blue
It’s beautiful and so are you
won’t you come out to play
00913
I told you about strawberry fields
You know the place where nothing is real
Well here’s another place you can go
Where everything flows
Looking through the bent backed tulips
To see how the other half live
Looking through a
I told you about the walrus and me, man
You know that we’re as close as can be, man
Well here’s another clue for you all
The walrus was Paul
Standing on the cast iron shore, yeah
Lady Madonna trying to make ends meet,
yeah
Looking through a
Oh yeah
Oh yeah
Oh yeah
Looking through a

I told you about the fool on the hill
I tell you man he living there still
Well here’s another place you can be
Listen to me
Fixing a hole in the ocean
Trying to make a dove-tail joint, yeah
Looking through a
00914
Desmond has a barrow in the market place
Molly is the singer in a band
Desmond says to Molly girl I like your face
And Molly says this as she takes him by the
hand
life goes on bra
how the life goes on
life goes on bra
how the life goes on
Desmond takes a trolley to the jewellers
stores
Buys a twenty carat golden ring (Golden
ring)
Takes it back to Molly waiting at the door
And as he gives it to her she begins to sing
(Sing)
life goes on bra
how the life goes on
life goes on bra
how the life goes on, yeah (No)
In a couple of years they have built
A home sweet home
With a couple of kids running in the yard
Of Desmond and Molly Jones
(Ah ha ha ha ha ha)
Happy ever after in the market place
Desmond lets the children lend a hand (Arm
Leg)
Molly stays at home and does her pretty
face
And in the evening she still sings it with the
band
Yes, life goes on bra
how the life goes on (Ha ha ha)
Hey, life goes on bra
how the life goes on
In a couple of years they have built
A home sweet home
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With a couple of kids running in the yard
Of Desmond and Molly Jones
(Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha)
Yeah, happy ever after in the market place
Molly lets the children lend a hand (Foot)
Desmond stays at home and does his pretty
face
And in the evening she’s a singer with the
band
Yeah, life goes on bra
how the life goes on
Yeah, life goes on bra
how the life goes on
And if you want some fun
Thank you, uh, ha ha ha
00915
I love you,
00916
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill
He went out tiger hunting with his elephant
and gun
In case accidents he always took his mom
He’s all American bullet-headed Saxon
mother’s son
All children sing
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill
Deep in jungle where mighty tiger lies
and his elephants were taken by surprise
So Captain Marvel zapped in right between
eyes, zap
All children sing
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill

children asked him if to kill was not a sin
Not when he looked so fierce, his mummy
butted in
If looks could kill it would have been us
instead him
All children sing
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill
Oh ho
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill
Hey
What did you kill
Eh up
00917
I look at you all see the love there that’s
sleeping
I look at the floor and I see it needs sweeping
I don’t know why nobody told you
How to unfold your love
I don’t know how someone controlled you
They bought and sold you
I look at the world and I notice it’s turning
With every mistake we must surely be
learning
Well
I don’t know how you were diverted
You were perverted too
I don’t know how you were inverted
No one alerted you
I look at you all see the love there that’s
sleeping

Look at you all
Oh, oh
Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh
Oh, oh, oh, oh
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, oh, ooh
00918
She’s not girl who misses much
Do do do do do do do do, oh yeah
She’s well acquainted with the touch of the
velvet hand
Like lizard on window pane
The man in the crowd with the multicoloured mirrors
On his hobnail boots
Lying with his eyes while his hands are busy
Working overtime
soap impression of his wife which he ate
And donated to the National Trust
Down
I need fix cos I’m going down
Down to the bits that I left uptown
I need fix cos I’m going down
Mother Superior jump the
Mother Superior jump the
Mother Superior jump the
Mother Superior jump the
Mother Superior jump the
Mother Superior jump the
bang, bang, shoot, shootmama bang, bang,
shoot, shoot
When I hold you in my arms (Oo-oo oh yeah)
And I feel my finger on your trigger (Oo-oo
oh yeah)
I know no one can do me no harm (Oo-oo
oh yeah)
Because, mama (bang, bang, shoot, shoot)
yes it (bang, bang, shoot, shoot)
yes it (bang, bang, shoot, shoot)
Well, don’t you know, mama (yeah)
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The Beatles

00921

He was such a stupid get

though I spend days in conversation
Please
Remember me love
Don’t forget me

You’d say putting you on
But it’s no joke, it’s doing me harm
You know can’t sleep, can’t stop my brain
You know it’s three weeks, going insane
You know give you everything got
For a little peace of mind
give you everything got
For a little peace of mind
give you everything got
For a little peace of mind

Hold your head up you silly girl look what
you’ve done
When you find yourself in the thick of it
Help yourself to a bit of what is all around
you
Silly girl
Take a good look around you
Take a good look you’re bound to see
That you and me were meant to be for each
other
Silly girl
Hold your hand out you silly girl see what
you’ve done
When you find yourself in the thick of it
Help yourself to a bit of what is all around
you
Silly girl
you have always been inspiration
Please
Be good to me love
Don’t forget me
00922
haven’t slept a wink
my mind is on the blink
wonder should get up and fix myself a drink
No, no, no
don’t know what to do
my mind is set on you
wonder should call you but know what you’d
do
You’d say putting you on
But it’s no joke, it’s doing me harm
You know can’t sleep, can’t stop my brain
You know it’s three weeks, going insane
You know give you everything got
For a little peace of mind
feeling upset
Although have another cigarette
And curse Sir Walter Raleigh

Monsieur, Monsieur, Monsieur, how about
another one
00923
singing in the dead of night
Take these broken wings and learn to fly
All your life
You were only waiting for this moment to
arise
singing in the dead of night
Take these sunken eyes and learn to see
All your life
You were only waiting for this moment to
be free
fly fly
Into the light of the dark black night
fly fly
Into the light of the dark black night
singing in the dead of night
Take these broken wings and learn to fly
All your life
You were only waiting for this moment to
arise
You were only waiting for this moment to
arise
You were only waiting for this moment to
arise
00924
Have you seen the little
Crawling in the dirt
And for all the little
Life is getting worse
Always having dirt to play around in

Have you seen the bigger
In their starched white shirts
You will find the bigger
Stirring up the dirt
Always have clean shirts to play around in
In their styes with all their backing
They don’t care what goes on around
In their eyes there’s something lacking
What they need’s a damn good whacking
Everywhere there’s lots of
Living lives
You can see them out for dinner
With their wives
Clutching forks and knives to eat their
bacon
One more time
00925
Now somewhere in the black mountain hills
of Dakota
There lived a young boy named
And one day his woman ran off with another
guy
Hit young in the eye didn’t like that
He said I’m gonna get that boy
So one day he walked into town
Booked himself a room in the local saloon
checked into his room
Only to find Gideon’s bible
had come equipped with a gun
To shoot off the legs of his rival
His rival it seems had broken his dreams
By stealing the girl of his fancy
Her name was Magil and she called herself
Lil
But everyone knew her as Nancy
Now she and her man who called himself
Dan
Were in the next room at the hoe down
burst in and grinning a grin
He said Danny boy this is a showdown
But Daniel was hot, he drew first and shot
And collapsed in the corner, ah
D’da d’da d’da da da da
D’da d’da d’da da da da
D’da d’da d’da da d’da d’da d’da d’da
Do do do do do do
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D’do d’do d’do do do do
D’do d’do d’do do do do
D’do d’do d’do do do d’do d’do d’do d’do
Do do do do do do
Now the doctor came in stinking of ginAnd
proceeded to lie on the table
He said you met your match
And said, doc it’s only a scratch
And I’ll be better I’ll be better doc as soon
as I am able
And now he fell back in his room
Only to find Gideon’s bible
Gideon checked out and he left it no doubt
To help with good revival, ah
Oh yeah, yeah
D’do d’do d’do do do do
D’do d’do d’do do do do
D’do d’do d’do do do d’do d’do d’do d’do
Do do do do do do
D’do d’do d’do do do do, come on, boy
D’do d’do d’do do do do, come on, boy
D’do d’do d’do do do d’do d’do d’do d’do
The story of there
00926
I listen for your footsteps
Coming up the drive
Listen for your footsteps
But they arrive
Waiting for your knock, dear
On my old front door
I hear it
Does it mean you love any more
I hear the clock are ticking
On the mantel shelf
See the hands are moving
But I’m myself
I wonder where you are tonight
And why I’m myself
I see you
Does it mean you love any more
make cry, make blue
Cause you know darling I love only you
You’ll never know it hurt so
How I hate to see you go
make cry, make blue
I’m sorry that I doubted you

I was so unfair
You were in a car crash
And you lost your hair
You said that you would be late
About an hour or two
I said that’s alright I’m waiting here
Just waiting to hear from you
Make cry, make blue
Cause you know darling I love only you
You’ll never know it hurt so
How I hate to see you go
make cry
00927
Mm
Ah
Mm
Mm
No one will be watching us

00929
Half of what I say is meaningless
But I say it just to reach you
oceanchild, calls me
So I sing a song of love
seashell eyes, windy smile, calls me
So I sing a song of love
Her hair of floating sky is shimmering, glimmering
In the sun
morning moon, touch me
So I sing a song of love
When I cannot sing my heart
I can only speak my mind
sleeping sand, silent cloud, touch me
So I sing a song of love
Hum hum hum hum calls me
So I sing a song of love for

No one will be watching us
Ooh
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No one will be watching us

They say it’s your
It’s my too, yeah
They say it’s your
We’re gonna have a good time
I’m glad it’s your
Happy to you

00928
Who knows how long loved you
You know love you still
wait a lonely lifetime
If you want me to
For if ever saw you
didn’t catch your name
But it never really mattered
always feel the same
Love you forever and forever
Love you with all my heart
Love you whenever we’re together
Love you when we’re apart
And when at last find you
Your song fill the air
Sing it loud so can hear you
Make it easy to be near you
For the things you do endear you to me
Oh, you know
Mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
Da da da da da da da

Ah
Ah
Ah
Come on
Come on
Yes we’re going to a party party
Yes we’re going to a party party
Yes we’re going to a party party
I would like you to dance
Take a cha-cha-cha-chance
I would like you to dance
Dance yeah
Oh
Come on
I would like you to dance
Take a cha-cha-cha-chance
I would like you to dance
Oh dance Dance
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They say it’s your
Well it’s my too, yeah
They say it’s your
We’re gonna have a good time
I’m glad it’s your
Happy to you
Yer Blues
Yes I’m lonely wanna die
Yes I’m lonely wanna die
If I ain’t dead already
Ooh girl you know the reason why
In the morning wanna die
In the evening wanna die
If I ain’t dead already
Ooh girl you know the reason why
My mother was of the sky
My father was of the earth
But I am of the universe
And you know what it’s worth
I’m lonely wanna die
If I ain’t dead already
Ooh girl you know the reason why
The eagle picks my eye
The worm he licks my bone
I feel so suicidal
Just like Dylan’s Mr. Jones
Lonely wanna die
If I ain’t dead already
Ooh girl you know the reason why
Black cloud crossed my mind
Blue mist round my soul
Feel so suicidal
Even hate my rock ‘n’ roll
Wanna die yeah wanna die
If I ain’t dead already
Ooh girl you know the reason why
00933
Born a poor young country boy
All day long I’m sitting singing songs for
everyone
Sit beside a mountain stream, see her
waters rise
Listen to the pretty sound of music as she
flies

Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo
doo
Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo
Doo doo doo
Find me in my field of grass
Swaying daises sing a lazy song beneath
the sun
Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo
doo
Doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo
Doo doo doo doo doo doo
Yeah yeah yeah
Mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
Mm mm mm, ooh ooh ooh
Mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
Mm mm mm mm, wah wah wah
Wah
00934
Come on come on
Come on come on
Come on is such a joy
Come on is such a joy
Come on let’s take it easy
Come on let’s take it easy
Take it easy take it easy
for
(Ooh) The deeper you go the higher you fly
The higher you fly the deeper you go
So come on (Come on) come on
Come on is such a joy
Come on is such a joy
Come on let’s make it easy
Come on let’s make it easy (Oh)
Take it easy (Yeh yeh yeh) take it easy (Hoo)
for
Oh!
Your inside is out your outside is in
Your outside is in your inside is out
So come on (Ho) come on (Ho)
Come on is such a joy
Come on is such a joy
Come on let’s make it easy
Come on let’s make it easy
Make it easy (Hoo) make it easy (Hoo)
for

Hey
Come on, come on, come on, come on, come
on
Come on, come on, come on
Come on, come on, come on, come on, come
on
Come on, come on, come on
00935
what have you done
You made a fool of everyone
You made a fool of everyone
ooh what have you done
you broke the rules
You layed it down for all to see
You layed it down for all to see
oooh you broke the rules
One sunny day the world was waiting for a
lover
She came along to turn on everyone
the greatest of them all
how did you know
The world was waiting just for you
The world was waiting just for you
oooh how did you know
you’ll get yours yet
However big you think you are
However big you think you are
oooh you’ll get yours yet
We gave her everything we owned just to sit
at her table
Just a smile would lighten everything
she’s the latest and the greatest of them all
She made a fool of everyone
However big you think you are
00936
When I get to the bottom I go back to the top
of the slide
Where I stop and I turn and I go for a ride
Till I get to the bottom and I see you again
Yeah yeah yeah hey
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Do you, don’t you want me to love you
I’m coming down fast but I’m miles above
you
Tell me tell me tell me come on tell me the
answer
Well you may be a lover but you ain’t no
dancer
Now
yeah
Ooh
Will you, won’t you want me to make you
I’m coming down fast but don’t let me break
you
Tell me tell me tell me the answer
You may be a lover but you ain’t no dancer
Look out
ooh
Look out, cos here she comes
When I get to the bottom I go back to the top
of the slide
And I stop and I turn and I go for a ride
And I get to the bottom and I see you again
Yeah yeah yeah
Well do you, don’t you want me to make you
I’m coming down fast but don’t let me break
you
Tell me tell me tell me the answer
You may be a lover but you ain’t no dancer
Look out
Look out
She’s coming down fast
Yes she is
Yes she is coming down fast
My head is spinning, ooh
Ha ha ha, ha ha ha, alrgiht
I got blisters on my fingers
00937
It’s been a time
How could I ever have lost you
When I loved you
It took a time
Now I’m so happy I found you

How I love you
So many tears I was searching
So many tears I was wasting, oh oh
Now I can see you, be you
How can I ever misplace you
How I want you
Oh I love you
Your know that I need you
Ooh I love you

anyhow
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright

Oh

Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh
Alright, alright, alright, alright, alright
Alright, alright, alright, alright, alright
Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh
Alright, alright, alright
Alright
Alright
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Ah, take 18

She was a working girl
North of England way
Now she’s hit the big time
In the USA
And if she could only hear me
This is what I’d say

OK
You say you want a
Well you know
We all want to change the world
You tell me that it’s evolution
Well you know
We all want to change the world
But when you talk about destruction
Don’t you know you can count me out in
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright
You say you got a real solution
Well you know
We don’t all love to see the plan
You ask me for a contribution
Well you know
We’re doing what we can
But if you want money for people with
minds that hate
All I can tell you is brother you have to wait
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright
Don’t you know it’s gonna be alright
You say you’ll change the constitution
Well you know
We all love to change your head
You tell me it’s the institution
Well you know
You better free your mind instead
But if you go carrying pictures of Chairman
Mao
You ain’t going to make it with anyone

you are making me crazy
I’m in love but I’m lazy
So won’t you please come home
Oh my position is tragic
Come and show me the magic
Of your Hollywood song
You became a legend of the silver screen
And now the thought of meeting you
Makes me weak in the knee
Oh you are driving me frantic
Sail across the Atlantic
To be where you belong
come back to me, oh
Yeah
I like it like that, oh ah
I like this kind of hot kind of music
Hot kind of music
Play it to me, play it to me, the blues
Will the wind that blew her boat
Across the sea
Kindly send her sailing back to me
you are making me crazy
I’m in love but I’m lazy
So won’t you please come home
Come, come back to me
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Oooooooooooh oh
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh
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Creme tangerine and montelimat
A ginger sling with a pineapple heart
A coffee dessert, yes, you know it’s good
news
But you’ll have to have them all pulled out
After the
Cool cherry cream and a nice apple tart
I feel your taste all the time we’re apart
Coconut fudge really blows down those
blues
But you’ll have to have them all pulled out
After the
You might not feel it now
But when the pain cuts through
You’re going to know and how
The sweat is going to fill your head
When it becomes too much
You’re going to shout aloud
But you’ll have to have them all pulled out
After the
You know that what you eat you are
But what is sweet now, turns so sour\
We all know Ob-La-Di-Bla-Da
But can you show me, where you are
Creme tangerine and montelimat
A ginger sling with a pineapple heart
A coffee dessert--yes you know its good
news
But you’ll have to have them all pulled out
After the

Make your mother sigh
She’s old enough to know better
So
The king was in the garden
Picking flowers for a friend who came to
play
The queen was in the playroom
Painting pictures for the childrens holiday
Make your mother sigh
She’s old enough to know better
So
The duchess of Kircaldy always smiling
And arriving late for tea
The duke was having problems
With a message at the local bird and bee
Make your mother sigh
She’s old enough to know better
So
At twelve o’clock a meeting round the table
For a seance in the dark
With voices out of nowhere
Put on specially by the children for a lark
Make your mother sigh
She’s old enough to know better
So
Make your mother sigh
She’s old enough to know better
Make your mother sigh
She’s old enough to know better
So

Everyone of them knew that as time went by
They’d get a little bit older and a litter
slower but
It’s all the same thing, in this case manufactured by someone who’s always
Umpteen your father’s giving it diddly-i-dee
District was leaving, intended to pay for
Number, number
Who’s to know
Who was to know
Number, number, number, number, number,
number, number, number, number, number,
number, number, number, number, number
I sustained nothing worse than
Also for example
Whatever you’re doing
A business deal falls through
I informed him on the third night
When fortune gives
Number, number, number
People ride, people ride
Ride, ride, ride, ride, ride
Ride Ride
number, number, number
I’ve missed all of that
It makes me a few days late
Compared with, like, wow
And weird stuff like that
Taking our sides sometimes
Floral bark
Rouge doctors have brought this specimen
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I have nobody’s short-cuts, aha

Bottle of Claret for you if I had realised

number

Yes you’ll have to have them all pulled out
After the

Well, do it next time

With the situation

I forgot about it, George, I’m sorry
Will you forgive me

They are standing still

00944

Yes

Make your mother sigh
She’s old enough to know better

Number, number, number, number, number,
number, number, number, number, number,
number, number, number, number, number

The king of Marigold was in the kitchen
Cooking breakfast for the queen
The queen was in the parlour
Playing piano for the children of the king

Then there’s this Welsh Rarebit wearing
some brown underpants
About the shortage of grain in Hertfordshire

The plan, the telegram
Ooh ooh
Number, number
Ooh
A man without terrors from beard to false
As the headmaster reported to me
My son he really can try as they do to find
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function
Tell what he was saying, and his voice was
low and his hive high
And his eyes were low
Alright
Number, number, number, number, number,
number, number, number, number, number,
number, number, number, number, number
So the wife called me and we’d better go to
see a surgeon
Or whatever to price it yellow underclothes
So, any road, we went to see the dentist
instead
Who gave her a pair of teeth which wasn’t
any good at all
So I said I’d marry, join the fucking navy and
went to sea
In my broken chair, my wings are broken and
so is my hair
I’m not in the mood for whirling
Um da
Aaah
How
Dogs for dogging, hands for clapping
Birds for birding and fish for fishing
Them for themming and when for whimming
Only to find the night-watchman
Unaware of his presence in the building
Onion soup
Number, number, number, number, number,
number
Industrial output
Financial imbalance
Thrusting it between his shoulder blades
The Watusi
The twist
Eldorado
Take this brother, may it serve you well
Maybe it’s nothing
Aaah
Maybe it’s nothing
What What Oh
Maybe even then

Impervious in London
Could be difficult thing
It’s quick like rush for peace is
Because it’s so much
It was like being naked
If you became naked
00946
Now it’s time to say
sleep tight
Now the sun turns out his light
sleep tight
Dream sweet dreams for me (Dream sweet)
Dream sweet dreams for you
Close your eyes and I’ll close mine
sleep tight
Now the moon begins to shine
sleep tight
Dream sweet dreams for me (Dream sweet)
Dream sweet dreams for you
Mmmmmm
Mmmmmm
Mmmmmmmmmm
Close your eyes and I’ll close mine
sleep tight
Now the sun turns out his light
sleep tight
Dream sweet dreams for me (Dream sweet)
Dream sweet dreams for you
everybody
Everybody everywhere
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Christian Marclay
Möbius Loop, 1994

Roughly 3,000 cassette tapes form a 30-foot-long
Möbius strip (a geometric surface with one side
and one edge).
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Steve McLaughlin
Möbius Thunderclaps, 2008
When cut out, twisted, and joined at the ends, the
shapes on the following pages form small Möbius strips.
Each bears a looped version of one of James Joyce’s
thunderclaps: ten 100-letter words scattered throughout
the novel Finnegans Wake.
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Christian Marclay
More Encores, 1987

Each track on Marclay’s album More Encores is a dense
plunderphonic collage, comprised entirely of records by
the artist after whom each track is titled.
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Steve McLaughlin
More More Encores, 2008

The twelve tracks from Marclay’s More Encores album are
used as the basis for this series of digital remixes. An MP3
file by each artist is opened in a text editor, resulting in
thousands of pages of garbled text junk. A book-length text
related to the artist is then split into pieces and inserted at
random intervals throughout the file. When played back, the
MP3 suffers various forms of distortion.
Audio can be found at:

http://writing.upenn.edu/ica/2008
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“Johann Strauss died yesterday evening at 8 p.m.” This is what a young
20-year-old woman wrote in her diary on Saturday, 4June 1899. She
commented further: “In my opinion he was a thoroughly classical
composer and the greatest musical genius that has ever lived. I am
honestly mourning for him. This tingling, swinging, elegant sensation
of his waltzes - I can’t find the right words. I rank him next to
Schubert and Brahms. He was a classic.”
The young woman was Alma Schindler. Her father, at that time already
deceased, was the very famous Viennese landscape artist and genre
painter Jakob Schindler. Her widowed mother had married Carl Moll,
Schindler’s student. Moll was one of the founders of the Viennese
Secession movement, along with Gustav Klimt.
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It was at the beginning ofJune and most of Viennese “Society” had
already left the city. The Schindler-Moll family had travelled to
Goisem in the vicinity of the imperial summer resort town of Bad Ischl
(in the Upper Austrian Salzkammergut region), where the nobility and
higher classes - and also the Emperor - were staying.Johann Strauss,
too, spent many summers here. By the way, the later career of the
young woman mentioned above developed to some extent in an irregular
fashion: three years later she married the composer and director of
the Vienna Court Opera, Gustav Mahler. After his death and in the
middle of World War I, she married the architect Walter Gropius, and
later, in 1929, she married the poet Franz Werfel. At the end of all
this, she called herself Alma Mahler-Werfel.
Johann Strauss was enormously popular. From the first day of his
professional musician’s career he played before sold-out audiences in dance halls, concert houses and later theatres. And, in the first
five years after his debut, all this was against the competition from
his own family: for his father,Johann Strauss senior, had already
reached the height of popularity at that time - not only in Vienna,
but also in Behind the façade of this “waltz madness,” however, there
stood most of the rest of Europe. Everyone danced to his fiddle.
complex, sensitive artistic personalities. They managed the ever But
the sonJohann - together with his brothers - were to surpass greater
commercialization of the music business in an absolute and the father
by far. If, at this time, there had already existed the possiresponsible way and initiated the globalization of the waltz. And so
bilities for music reproduction and the royalty regulations that are
one can, without thinking in imperial or restorative terms, use the
title common today,Johann Strauss would have easily reached the level
“Waltz-King” forjoharin Strauss. One can use this title without
reserof the mega stars and pop icons of our time, or even surpassed
them. vation - and in the most positive sense of the word. Richard
Wagner, He would be the pop idol purely and simply - with worldwide
mar- namely, did this too - if it was not in fact he who invented this
title for keting and all the millions of dollars and perks that
belong. Johann Strauss. And, centuries later in the salons of fin de
siècle Strauss’s tour of the U. S. in 1872, that brought him to Boston
and Vienna, where it was a mark of good breeding for the ladies and
New York, broke all audience records, even in today’s terms. In Bosdaughters of the house to display a particularly accomplished level of
ton a giant hall was expressly constructed to hold one hundred thoupiano playing, Strauss melodies formed an integral part of the
aftersand visitors - and, of course musicians performed in those days
noon teas and soirees. without any kind of electrical amplifiers. In
any case, far more than a million persons experienced Strauss’s music
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live there. This salon culture had developed in 19th-century Vienna
under the Already earlier, in the Russian summer nights of Pavlovsk,
where leadership of the Royal Family, whose ruling members, if they
were Strauss was guest performer for many years, several thousand
persons not themselves artistic, at least promoted the arts. They
always allowcame daily - an audience number in six figures every
summer. ed the people to have their comedies and music - in spite of
or in Above all, the women in the audience were electrified by the
music addition to all the censorship regulations - as an outlet to
compensaand by Johann Strauss, as a man. After every concert there
were te for the many dissatisfactions they had for the powers of
state. For heaps of gifts from lady admirers and many rooms filled to
the brim Metternich’s draconian police measures were a heavy and
oppressive with flowers, a true garbage disposal problem created by
this expen- burden on the people. But, in spite of all this, only here
did “the sive but quickly wilting display of admiration. Congress
dance” - the Vienna Congress of 1814/15, that is - and still find
political solutions. And it appears that it is just this kind of
enviSo it began already in the fall of 1844, at the debut of the
19-year-old ronment that brings forth stars and offers them great
opportunities for Johann Strauss “junior” - one had to distinguish him
from his like- development. named father - in the legendary
entertainment establishment of “Dommayer’s” in the Viennese posh
suburb of Hietzing. This large dance hall, concert house and
restaurant - which no longer exists now as such - must have been ruled
by a breathtaking (in the truest sense of the word) crowd. A
thoroughly well-meaning journalist wrote on the following day:u5!gæja_Où;_1´(‘Òmü´R´?MuÂ_“‘]ˇ˚¿≥ÔŸ«ﬁ…ªﬂî˝»’l-9eÌnÿ__
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Christian Marclay
Onomatopoeia, 1989

Visual sound effects are isolated on pages of comic
books. The rest of each page is blacked out.
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Nick Salvatore
Onomatopoeia, 2008

Sound effects are extracted from a series of comic
books and placed on top of musical staves.
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Christian Marclay
Music Boxes, 1999

Multiple wooden shipping crates are used to transport
a “sound art” exhibition. Each empty crate is used as a
resonator for a different, internally mounted music box
movement, which viewers are invited to rewind.
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Kaegan Sparks
Noise Box, 2008

Lines from Luigi Russolo’s The Art of Noise (1913)
are concealed in an audio file’s spectrographic
representation. When played back, the text’s visual
properties are rendered as sound.
Audio can be found at:

http://writing.upenn.edu/ica/2008
This project was realized with the assistance of
Steve McLaughlin.
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104 Noise Box

Moving away from pure sound, they nearly reach noise-sound.
We must replace the limited variety of timbres by the infinite variety of timbres.
Each noise offers us the union of the most diverse rhythms.
Each noise possesses among its irregular vibrations a predominant basic pitch.
We will increase or decrease the size or the tension of the sound-making parts.
This new orchestra will produce the most complex and newest sonic emotions.
The variety of noises is infinite.
Our expanded sensibility will gain futurist ears as it already has futurist eyes.
Our expanded sensibility will gain futurist ears as it already has futurist eyes.
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We will increase or decrease the size or the tension of the sound-making parts.
Each noise possesses among its irregular vibrations a predominant basic pitch.
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We will increase or decrease the size or the tension of the sound-making parts.
Moving away from pure sound, they nearly reach noise-sound.
Each noise offers us the union of the most diverse rhythms.
The variety of noises is infinite.
This new orchestra will produce the most complex and newest sonic emotions.
We must replace the limited variety of timbres by the infinite variety of timbres.
We must replace the limited variety of timbres by the infinite variety of timbres.
Each noise possesses among its irregular vibrations a predominant basic pitch.
This new orchestra will produce the most complex and newest sonic emotions.
Our expanded sensibility will gain futurist ears as it already has futurist eyes.
The variety of noises is infinite.
We will increase or decrease the size or the tension of the sound-making parts.
Each noise offers us the union of the most diverse rhythms.
Moving away from pure sound, they nearly reach noise-sound.
Moving away from pure sound, they nearly reach noise-sound.
We must replace the limited variety of timbres by the infinite variety of timbres.
Each noise offers us the union of the most diverse rhythms.
Each noise possesses among its irregular vibrations a predominant basic pitch.
We will increase or decrease the size or the tension of the sound-making parts.
This new orchestra will produce the most complex and newest sonic emotions.
The variety of noises is infinite.
Our expanded sensibility will gain futurist ears as it already has futurist eyes.

From Luigi Russolo’s eight
concluding points of his 1913
manifesto, “The Art of Noises.”
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Christian Marclay
Body Mix series, 1991–1993

Album covers that feature the human figure are stitched
together to form hybrid bodies.
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Emily Spiegel
Exquisite Corpse, 2008

Texts derived from various sources describing the
human figure are strung together to create a headto-toe “body” of text.

108 Exquisite Corpse

McCartney’s hair, which he admits to dyeing, still falls
in bangs over his forehead. Like natural air conditioning,
this frizzy, kinky hair insulates the head from the brutal
intensity of the sun’s rays.
His forehead glistened with sweat. The soft skull was
slowly molded to the cultural beauty ideal of flatness.
No wrinkles, no surprises, we are virginal, fresh—we
have poison in our foreheads. When Jackie went to India
in 1962 she donned a bindi, the customary red dot, on
her fore-head out of respect for her hosts.
At Dior, it was all about heavily penciled brows (an homage
to Frida Kahlo). Shaggy brows, running into the small hard
frontal space, the development of which can scarcely be
estimated accurately, owing to the irregular flocks of thick
hair brushed across. For an arresting look, embellish
brows with crystals.
A few individual fake lashes above the irises accentuate
the eye’s almond shape. Loose powder liner smudges on
for that morning after look. The doe-like eyes that once
set teen-age girls screaming have a rheumy quality. Her
big brown eyes looking like those on puppy dogs adding
to her youthful look. The pupil is small, irregular (3 mm
or less) fixed to light and constricts on convergence. The
circles under her eyes were crying out for concealer.
Look at his big, bat like ears. Prominent ears generally
occur when the main fold of the ear develops improperly,
causing the outer part to stick out instead of allowing it
to curl back against the head. But what really caught my
attention was the ear lobe of one man, and the big hole
inside it, which had been stretched so much that one
could have put a hand clean through. Her diamond solitaires glistened as they caught the sun.
The nose itself a prominent organ—stands out from
the face, with an inquiring anxious air, as though it were
sniffling for some good thing in the wind. A perfect, little
button nose. Nose is fairly long, has a very slight hump,
and is somewhat broad near the tip and the tip bends
down, giving somewhat the appearance of a Jewish nose.
There were holes where nostrils ought to be, the horror
was intensified by the raw welts attending those holes.

The cheekbones are disproportionately robust and usually
placed high on the face, both of which are consistent with
masculinization. The rouge stands out on the cheeks like
a bloody bruise. Tinting the cheeks make a woman’s face
more closely resemble the coloring Mother Nature provides
at the peak of her fertility cycle. Much like real estate, the
value of a facial mole depends on three things: location,
location, location.
The lips, straggling and extending almost from one line of
black beard to the other, are only kept in order by two deep
furrows from the nostrils to the chin. The patient winds
up with an upper lip like a stuffed sausage. This is the way
Givenchy sees your mouth, as a ravishing red ribbon of
color: not a little washed out pucker but a great return to a
brilliant mouth. Her sensuous lips pout like those of a child
denied a lollipop. He smiles with his top lip stretched wide
and his front teeth are just barely peeking through. Oncepristine teeth are stained from that daily double latte.
A full-grown beard gives a hominid the appearance of a
larger jaw and highlights the teeth as potential weapons.
Rumor has it he transplanted some pubic hair to his jaw to
try to make a goatee in an attempt to butch up. While Kirk
Douglas has a very conspicuous cleft chin, his son, Michael
Douglas has a much less visible cleft chin. An extra layer
of fat carried just below the jaw can give you an extra
chin —a double chin. You got it because you’re old and
fat, or just fat.
Our faces are lies and our necks are the truth. The jugular
vein is the major point of damage when performing Jigai,
a traditional way for Japanese women to commit suicide.
But, boys have vocal cords and a voice box, so why don’t
boys have an Adam’s apple? That is a lot of ice Beyonce is
wearing around her neck.
The acromion (highest point of the shoulder) is formed by
the outer end of the scapula extending over the shoulder
joint. I have always had a fetish about seeing a woman’s
bare shoulders and got off many times fantasizing about
them. Call them warriors, shoulders boulders, delts or
cannonballs, they all mean the same.
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Track marks dot her arms, like dominos. Her bicep was
like a large baked potato—but hard as granite. The elbow looked inflamed, and there was much constitutional
disturbance. He was experiencing a red rash, with red,
crusty scabed patches on his forearms and elbows. It
seriously looked as if she had transplanted patches of
Nick’s forearm to her otherwise silken limbs. Her sinewy
arms led to unflattering comparisons with Madonna,
who showed off a similarly sculpted look in a revealing
vest top last year.
I was passing out without looking at her, when she
touched me with a taunting hand. Shorter nails ruled the
runways this spring, and the nice thing is they’re super
easy to maintain; go for a square shape, and give ’em a
smooth shine with Revlon Speed Buff Nail Shine Buffer,
$5.30. He seemed to jeer, as with his fiendish finger he
pointed towards the corpse of my wife.
I felt her sloshy boobs joggling me but I was too intent on
pursuing the ramifications of Coleridge’s amazing mind to
let her vegetable appendages disturb me. If snow be white,
why then her breasts are dun. Because they were stretched
as you developed, breasts have thinner skin than the rest
of your body, leaving them susceptible to dryness. They’re
warm, soft, luscious and ultimately feminine—what’s not
to like about a great set of tits? Undersized breasts do not
carry the same health implications as oversized breasts.
In the living and in the upright posture, the stomach is
usually J-shaped. If the Vitruvian man had a height of 5
feet, 8 inches (172 cm), his waist size would be 32 inches
(81 cm). He’s got what I call his Buddha tummy—a huge
protruding tummy. The opponents of the corset and the
waist are a little too fond of pointing to the Venus de Milo
as proof of how beautiful a waistless woman can be.
Draw an imaginary line from the protruding hip bone on
one side of your pelvis to the protruding hip bone on the
other side. Her hips were moving up and down in her
familiar yet devastating fuck rhythm. You know my hips
don’t lie and I’m starting to feel it’s right. And righteousness shall be the girdle of his waist, and faithfulness
the girdle of his loins (Isaiah 11:5).

Often the clitoral hood is only partially hidden inside of
the pudendal cleft. It takes no leap of imagination to see
how a woman, such as Lorena who, on an unconscious
level felt that she had been sexually mutilated by her
abortion, would, in a moment of bitter passion, attempt to
‘castrate’ her husband. The cremasteric reflex also occurs
in response to stress (the testicles rise up toward the body
in an effort to protect them in a fight). Samantha gets off
on having her cunt zapped and has multiple uncontrollable
orgasms from the waves of electricity combined with a
strong vibrator.
For women, “maximum projection”—the point at which
the buns stick out farthest from the body—should
be about level with the pubic mound whereas for men,
maximum projection would be a bit higher, closer to the
navel. If you admired the stay-put design of the Ace
Silicone Butt-Plug but feel it’s just a bit too small for your
tastes, we now have a bigger size of this extremely popular
plug! The buttock implants do not have a soft, natural
feeling to it, rather a harder, more muscular feel, though
the look will be very pleasing to patients. The golden ass
is convincingly defended as a integrated literary whole
Darling Mary’s stocking all torn and her beautiful leg cut
and bleeding. There was not born a woman having more
beautiful thighs than mine, more pleasure-giving, having
more (pleasing) movements (of limbs) and stronger legs.
His hocks are just right, squarely set, beautiful knee,
facing square. I am infatuated with the beautiful shin
from the celestial garden. When I heard what he said, I
thought wouldn’t it be lovely if my beautiful ankle were
a lovely big hoof, that could kick solidly through his
tormented head and end his and everyone else’s misery.
Long, strong, planted slightly apart, Tina Turner’s legs
bracket rock and roll imagery.
Forced too often into the tight confines of the narrow
toe box of your high heels, your toes have bent into an
unnatural position. Connected yet private is the “foot
retreat” where you can sit back and splash your feet in
copper vessels. What are toes good for? Compared with
fingers, which allow us to manipulate tools, toes are
usually thought of as inessential digits, good for traction and balance and not much else.
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Christian Marclay
Crossfire, 2007

Scenes featuring guns and gunfire are extracted from
various films. Four large projections play a rapid montage,
surrounding the viewer in an exhibition space.
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Michael Thomas Vassallo
Crossfire, 2008
Gunshot scenes from various films are transcribed and
collaged into a unified screenplay.
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Christian Marclay
Endless Column, 1988

Vinyl records are threaded through a cable and vertically
stacked in an exhibition space, forming an “endless column.”
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Laura Wasserson
Endless Silence, 2008

The spaces/silences in John Cage’s “Lecture on Nothing”
are filled by his “Lecture on Something,” creating a
densely stacked text.
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Christian Marclay
Footsteps, 1985

Vinyl records, containing a recording of the artist
walking in his studio mixed with a recording of a tap
dancer, are laid down as flooring in an exhibition
space and stepped on by viewers. Their footsteps
create a new audio composition.
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Vladimir Zykov
Footsteps, 2008

Footsteps on blank printer paper are rendered
as text by optical character recognition software.
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Vladimir Zykov
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Christian Marclay
Graffiti Composition, 2002
Blank musical notation sheets are posted on walls
and surfaces across Berlin. Any subsequent graffiti
comprises the score.
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Catherine Turcich-Kealey
& Manya Scheps
Notes, 2008
27 blank pages are included in the publication where note
pages are typically found. Any resultant language or marks
comprise the poem.
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Christian Marclay
Instruction, 1996

Tear out this page while listening attentively.
Listen and crumple the page into a small ball.
You can repeat these sounds with other pages.
Save the ball(s). Discard the book.

